
Mini CPD review 

q  Use The Last Wild by Piers Torday in 
Y5 Whole Class Reading Sessions 

q  Use Literary Shorts Anthology for 
Guided Reading Sessions (short 
stories – high quality) for Year 5  

q  Review use of quality texts for all 
Guided Reading sessions – do they 
encourage analytical 
conversation? Are they challenging 
enough? 

q  Use ‘8 ways to scaffold’ document 
to scaffold reading/writing tasks 

q  Read 10 key updates for 2018 KS2 
writing assessment by Herts for 
Learning - 
https://www.hertsforlearning.co.uk/
blog/10-key-updates-2018-ks2-
writing-assessment  

q  Read and familiarise myself with the 
Reading and Writing Scales - 
https://www.clpe.org.uk/library-
and-resources/reading-and-writing-
scales  

People to follow: 
@clpe1      @jejr100 @EngMediaCentre @CILIPCKG 

@LetterboxLib 
@BooksforKeeps 
@BooksforTopics 
@BookTrust 
 Show author’s messy journals when modelling/ 

describing the writing process to children so 
they aren’t afraid to cross out and play around 
with words /ideas e.g. David Almond 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcIh_nNFJaA  

Pupils need opportunities for: critical thinking, creative thinking, 
increased independence, problem solving, reflection, 
intellectual risk taking, study a wide range of content, dealing 
with abstract concepts, using higher order skills – analysis, 
synthesis and evaluation.   
 

The Reading and Writing Scales – draw on current and 
established research, developed in partnership with CLPE, EMC, 
NAAE, NATE and UKLA. A framework to identify each pupil’s 
development, analyse progress and consider next steps.	

Tackling challenging texts: Top 5 – make a list of the 5 most important part of the text  3:2:1– Tell a partner 3 things you know, 2 things you’re unsure about, 1 question you have about the text Personal Connection – discuss any personal experiences that help you to relate to or understand the text.  Summarise– Re-tell or summarise part of the text in your own words. Compare your summary with others – what have people chosen to include/leave out? True or False – Write a set of true and false statements about the text. Try them out with a partner, do you agree?  
 
 
 
 

Resources: 

Where to find quality texts 

ü  CLPE.org.uk 

ü  Corebooks (CLPE) 

ü  BookTrust 

ü  UKLA Book Awards 

ü  Books for Keeps 

ü  Letterbox Library 

ü  CLiPPA Poetry Awards 

ü  The CILIP Carnegie and Kate 

Greenaway Awards 

ü  Books for Topics 

 

What does ‘more able’ mean? 
q  Gifted: obviously academically 

able pupils with already well-
developed capabilities in one or 
more subject areas, well beyond 
normal chronological 
expectations; displaying quick 
thinking, application and 
advanced interest and knowledge 

q  Talented: Pupils with notable 
artistic, creative and physical skills 
beyond normal chronological 
expectations 

q  More Able: Pupils who are more 
academically able within the 
context of the setting – 
contextually bound.  

Mature, Independent Writers Need: 
u  Experience of a breadth of reading across forms, formats, cultures and centuries; 

u  A reading programme that inspires critical reflection; 
u  Encouragement to make comparisons across texts and identify where individual 

texts fit with their extended reading knowledge; 
u  Encouragement to reflect on and constructively criticise through discussion, 

debate, book talk and book club groups in order to clarify their ideas, to relate to 
experiences, and to reflect on what has been read, including presenting a 
differing opinion to one another and using the text to justify these; 

u  Deepening of understanding through performance and drama, providing the 
framework to evaluate the intent and impact of language choice on the reader; 

u  To reflect on the relationship between illustration and text and how structure and 
presentation contribute to meaning; 

u  An understanding that texts or illustrations may be biased, inaccurate or 
inadequate, providing time for children to explore this idea further using a range 
of sources (only 1 in 50 children in UK have critical literacy skills to spot ‘fake 
news!); 

u  Opportunities to shape sustained pieces of writing, in the full range of forms, in 
collaboration with others and individually; 

u  To develop and manipulate tone and style to captivate reader interest and create 
cohesion, in formal and informal writing, publishing across a range of formats; 

u  Opportunities to encourage reader interactivity and response; 
u  Opportunities to think critically around writing written by published authors and by 

themselves; 
u  Encouragement to keep creative free writing journals in which they can explore a 

range of ideas privately and hone personal style and voice. 
u  Modelling of the skill of controlling the overall structure of writing through 

paragraphs and grammatical features to support coherence and cohesion and 
achieve a range of effects.  


